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We have included the starred Levels with a logical basis to the grade Level, in this assessment, allowing children to 
demonstrate their highest Level of understanding. If children are familiar with models other than these, they may demonstrate 

their understanding using those. 

Patterns With Numbers, 
Identify Missing Elements  

Patterns Algebra 13  
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PRE - ASSESSMENT 

Select the Level that allows you to demonstrate your highest understanding.  

If you are unable to demonstrate your understanding using the models below,  
you may demonstrate your understanding in any way that you like.  

Patterns with Shapes,  
Use the Part that Repeats to Identify Missing Elements 

Skip Counting by 2s, 5s and 10s, Naming Multiples 

1. Make a pattern with shapes.  
2. Record the pattern.  
3. Circle the part that repeats.  
4. Continue the pattern by adding the part that 

repeats. 

1. Record a pattern that increases on a number line.  
2. Record a rule that describes the way the pattern 

repeats. 
3. Record a pattern that decreases on a number line.  
4. Record a rule that describes the way the pattern 

repeats. 
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POST - ASSESSMENT 

Select the Level that allows you to demonstrate your highest understanding.  

If you are unable to demonstrate your understanding using the models below,  
you may demonstrate your understanding in any way that you like.  

Patterns with Numbers and Identify Missing Elements 

Patterns with Shapes,  
Use the Part that Repeats to Identify Missing Elements 

Skip Counting by 2s, 5s and 10s, Naming Multiples 

1. Make a pattern with shapes.  
2. Record the pattern.  
3. Circle the part that repeats.  
4. Continue the pattern by adding the part that 

repeats. 

1. Record a pattern that increases on a number line.  
2. Record a rule that describes the way the pattern 

repeats. 
3. Record a pattern that decreases on a number line.  
4. Record a rule that describes the way the pattern 

repeats. 

1. Record a pattern that increases on a number line.  
2. Record the number pattern. 
3. Continue the number pattern by adding the part that repeats. 
4. Record a pattern that decreases on a number line. 
5. Record the number pattern. 
6. Continue the number pattern by adding the part that repeats 
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